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Introduction: The TR19/9 cyclotron at the Edmonton PET Centre (EPC) is a variable energy 
machine with a proton beam energy range from 13 to 19 MeV and a deuteron beam energy range 
from 6.5 to 9 MeV.  The energy and trajectory of the extracted beam is determined by the orbital at 
which the beam is intercepted by the extractor foil and it is essential, especially with the longer gas 
targets, that the beam is being directed down the centre of the target.  To ensure optimal beam 
alignment, more feedback on the angle of beam entry to the target was desired than could be 
offered by the 2 dimensional target port collimators.  

Aim:  To provide a means of monitoring the beam position during normal operation. This would 
allow for interactive real-time target alignment to assure that the beam is centred on target. 

Methods: The nosepiece of the target was 
lengthened to provide a 1 cm cylindrical beam 
port extending 5 cm prior to the target body.  
(Extended nosepiece with current pickup and 
original nosepiece, pictured opposite) The 
nosepiece was fabricated from anodized 
aluminum so that with insulated attachment, 
electrical isolation from the target body was 
possible.  Use of insulated bolts and plastic 
washers during target assembly enabled 
separate current pick-ups to be attached to 
the target body and the nosepiece.   

A solid target plate was prepared which had a hole drilled in the top to allow a temperature probe to 
be inserted to the middle of the plate.  This enabled the temperature of the target plate to be 
monitored between the beam spot and the water cooling on the back of the plate.  

Results: Beam alignment was easily achieved on gas targets equipped with the extended 
nosepiece and the irradiation pressure was readily optimized on true aligned conditions.  The effect 
of varying different ion source, radiofrequency and magnet parameters was also readily observed 
and all while the beam was at maximum normal operating specifications.   

Solid target irradiation (no nosepiece present):  We found a very linear relationship between the 
beam current and the target plate temperature.  It became increasingly difficult, however, to 
maintain this linear relationship at higher beam currents indicating that the registered beam was not 
hitting the plate.  As beam spread is more pronounced at higher currents, it is probable that the 1 
cm target aperture was no longer accommodating the entire beam.  Use of an isolated nosepiece 
would maintain alignment and show at what point maximum beam on target had been reached.  

Recently the nosepiece has been put onto the high current water targets and we will be evaluating 
the saturated yields vs observed nosepiece currents to determine the extent of beam expansion. 

Conclusions:  The isolated nosepiece allows for facile beam tuning and gives useful real time 
information on beam size and alignment. 
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